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INTRODUCTION
Let k be a field of characteristic 0. Adapting the definition in the
Ž w x.literature e.g., Du we call a k-algebra R almost commutati¤e if there is a
positive filtration 0 ; F R ; F R ; ??? on R such that F R s k and the0 1 0
Ž .associated graded ring G R of R is a commutati¤e affine k-algebra
Žgenerated by homogeneous elements of degree 1 hence R is an affine
.k-algebra . Typical examples of almost commutative rings are factor rings
of enveloping algebras of finite dimensional Lie algebras over a field k
Že.g., the nth Weyl algebra over k is a factor ring of the 2n q 1-dimensional
.Heisenberg k-Lie algebra . If R is an almost commutative k-algebra, then
Ž .since G R is Noetherian many global properties of R may be obtained by
Ž . w xlifting those graded global properties of G R , e.g., MR1, LVO2 . However,
Ž .another obvious fact is that G R may naturally be viewed as the coordi-
w xnate ring of a certain projective variety over k. Furthermore, from Li3 we
Ž Ž ..know that for every p g Proj G R , if S stands for the saturated subsetp
in R corresponding to the Ore set T consisting of homogeneous elementsp
Ž . Ž .in G R y p, then S is a left and right Ore set of R and the localizationp
Sy1R of R at S is a Zariskian filtered ring such that the associatedp p
Ž . y1 Ž . Ž .graded ring is the graded localization T G R of G R at the Ore setp
ŽT this is known to be the stalk of the commutative graded structure sheafp
Ž Ž ... w x Fover Proj G R . In Li3 a sheaf O of noncommutative rings overY
Ž Ž .. F FY s Proj G R has been constructed such that the stalk O of O atY , p Y
each point p g Y is Sy1R. So the natural question is how much the ringp
R can gain from O F. Rather than dealing with the module theory over O F ,Y Y
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in this paper we show that in many cases R can be the ring of global
sections of O F , and we show that it is also possible to locally study R or, inY
other words, many global properties of the ring R can be derived from the
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .geometric properties of the variety Proj G R although the graded
Ž .global properties of G R can never be locally derived by using the
Ž Ž ...properties of the variety Proj G R . The idea of studying an almost
commutative ring in such a way has been motivated by several interesting
w xpapers, e.g., BB, Gin, HS, H, SVO , and the examples we list in this paper
show that our discussion does make sense.
We now review, briefly, the contents of the sections. In Section 1 we give
some necessary preliminaries. Section 2 is devoted to an alternative
F Ž .definition of the sheaf O under the assumption that G R is a domain,Y
and the main result of this section is Proposition 2.8, which deals with the
Ž F .ring of sections G U , O . In Section 3 we discuss the possibility that thef Y
Ž F .ring of global sections G Y , O is equal to R. Section 4 is a collection ofY
the lifting properties of the stalks O F . Sections 5 and 6 are devoted to aY , p
local study of R in which the essential point is the discussion of the
faithful flatness of the R-module [ Sy1R. Finally, in Section 7 weppg Y
prove that for any finitely generated projective R-module M if Y is a
smooth variety then the map of Y into Z by sending each p to the rank of
y1 Ž .S M is continuous where Z has the discrete topology , and consequentlyp
we derive that if Y is smooth and connected, then the rank is defined for
every finitely generated projective R-module.
1. PRELIMINARIES
All rings considered in this paper are associative rings with identity 1.
Unless otherwise stated, module means left unitary module.
Let A s [ A be a commutative affine graded k-algebra generatednnG 0
Ž .by homogeneous elements of degree 1, and let Y s Proj A be the set of
all graded prime ideals not containing A s [ A , with its Zariskiq nnG1
topology. We first recall that the graded structure sheaf O g is defined byY
gŽ .Žassociating to a basic open set U the graded ring of sections Q A sf f
w y1 x .A f for a domain where f is a homogeneous element of degree G 1 in
 < 4A and U s p g Y f f p . The structure sheaf O is the part of thef Y
Ž g . g gdegree zero sheaf, O s O . For each p g Y , the stalk O of O atY Y 0 Y , p Y
p is known to be Ty1A, which is the localization of A at T consisting ofp p
homogeneous elements in A y p.
For the reader’s convenience we also recall some basic notions on
filtered rings and filtered modules. By a filtered ring we mean a ring R
 < 4with a filtration FR s F R n g Z consisting of additive subgroups F Rn n
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of R such that R s D F R, 1 g F R, F R : F R, and F RF R :ng Z n 0 n nq1 n m
F R for all n, m g Z. By a filtered R-module we mean an R-modulenqm
 < 4with a filtration FM s F M n g Z consisting of additive subgroups F Mn n
of M such that M s D F M, F M : F M, and F RF M : F Mng Z n n nq1 n m nqm
for all n, m g Z. The category of filtered left R-modules and filtered
R-morphisms of degree zero is denoted by R-filt. If R is a filtered ring with
filtration FR, then there are two associated graded rings with respect to
˜FR, namely, the Rees ring R s [ F R and the associated graded ringnng Z
Ž .G R s [ F RrF R. For any M g R-filt with filtration FM then ny1ng Z
˜ ˜Rees module M s [ F M, which is a graded R-module, and thenng Z
Ž .associated graded module G M s [ F MrF M, which is a gradedn ny1ng Z
Ž .G R -module, are also defined in a natural way. If X denotes the central
regular element of degree 1 which is represented by the identity 1 of R in
˜ ˜ ˜Ž .R , then we have R ( Rr 1 y X R as filtered rings where the latter has1
˜ ˜Ž .the dehomogenized filtration, and G R ( RrXR as graded rings where
the latter has the quotient gradation. For any filtered R-module M with
˜ ˜Ž .filtration FM we also have M ( Mr 1 y X M as filtered modules where
˜ ˜Ž .the latter has the dehomogenized filtration, and G M ( MrXM as graded
modules where the latter has the quotient gradation. A filtration FM on
an R-module M is said to be good if there are k , . . . , k g Z and1 s
j , . . . , j g M such that F M s Ýs F Rj for all n g Z. Any finitely1 s n is1 nyk ii
generated module over a filtered ring R has a good filtration.
Since the main ingredient we use in this paper is the lifting Ore set, let
w xus now briefly recall from Li3 some basic properties of lifting Ore sets.
˜ ˜ ŽLet R be a filtered ring with filtration FR. We write p : R “ Rr 1 y1
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜. Ž .X R s R, p : R “ RrXR s G R for the natural homomorphisms, and2
we define the s-function on a filtered R-module M as usual: s : M “
Ž . Ž . Ž .G M , s m s m q F M if m g F M y F M and s m s 0 if m gny1 n ny1
Ž .F F M. Suppose that T is a multiplicatively closed subset of G Rng Z n
Žconsisting of nonzero homogeneous elements i.e., 1 g T and t , t g T1 2
˜.  <implies t t g T . Then the saturated subset S s r g R r homogeneous,˜ ˜1 2
˜Ž . 4p r g T is a multiplicatively closed subset of R consisting of nonzero˜2
˜Ž .homogeneous elements and p S s T. Moreover, one also easily sees2
 < Ž . 4that the saturated subset S s r g R s r g T is a multiplicatively closed
˜Ž .subset of R consisting of nonzero elements and p S s S.1
˜ Ž .1.1. PROPOSITION. Let R be left Noetherian. If T is a left Ore set in G R
˜ ˜consisting of homogeneous elements, then S is a left Ore set in R and S is a left
Ore set in R.
˜Let R be a filtered ring with filtration FR such that R is left Noetherian,
˜and let T , S, and S be as above. If we consider the corresponding
y˜1 ˜ y˜1 ˜ ˜ y1 ˜ ˜ y1Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .localizations then S RrS 1 y X R ( p S Rr 1 y X R s S R1
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y˜1 ˜ y˜1 ˜ ˜ y1 ˜ ˜ y1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and S RrS XR ( p S RrXR s T G R . Note that since2
y˜1 ˜S R is a Z-graded ring and X is again a central regular element ofdegree
y˜1 ˜1 in S R, it follows that the following proposition holds.
y1 y˜1 ˜Ž .1.2. PROPOSITION. 1 S R is the dehomogenization of S R with respect
w x y1to X in the sense of LVO3 . Hence S R is a filtered ring with filtration
y˜1 ˜S R q 1 y XŽ .Ž . ny1F S R s , n g Z.Ž .n 1 y XŽ .
&
y1 y1 y1 y1˜ ˜Ž . Ž . Ž .2 G S R ( T G R ; S R ( S R.
ŽSimilarly, for a filtered R-module M with filtration FM note that any
.R-module may be filtered with respect to FR , if we consider the Rees
˜module M of M then we also have
y1y1 y1 y1˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜S MrS 1 y X M ( p S Mr 1 y X M s S M andŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .1
y1y1 y1 y1˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜S MrS XM ( p S MrXM s T G M .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .2
y1 y˜1 ˜Ž .1.3. COROLLARY. 1 S M is the dehomogenization of S M with respect
to X. Hence Sy1M is a filtered Sy1R-module with filtration
y˜1 ˜S M q 1 y XŽ .Ž . ny1F S M s , n g Z.Ž .n 1 y XŽ .
&
y1 y1 y1 y1˜ ˜Ž . Ž . Ž .2 G S M ( T G M ; S M ( S M.
1.4. PROPOSITION. Let M be a filtered R-module with filtration FM.
Ž . Ž y1 .1 If FM is a good filtration on M then F S M is a good filtration
on Sy1M.
Ž . y1 Ž2 The canonical map w : M “ S M is a filtered morphism of degree
. Ž .zero , and if G M is T-torsion free then w is a strict filtered homomorphism,
Ž y1 . Ž . Ž .i.e., F S M l w M s w F M , n g Z.n n
Ž .Recall that a filtered ring R with filtration FR is called a left right
˜w x Ž .Zariskian ring in the sense of LVO2 if R is left right Noetherian and
ŽF R is contained in the Jacobson radical of F R or, equivalently, X isy1 0
g ˜ ˜Ž .contained in the graded Jacobson radical J R of R which is the largest
˜ ˜proper graded ideal of R such that its intersection with R is contained in0
˜ .the Jacobson radical of R . A left and right Zariskian ring is simply called0
a Zariskian ring. If a filtered ring R has discrete or positi¤e filtration such
˜Ž .that G R is Noetherian then R is a Zariskian ring; hence R is Noethe-
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wrian. For some basic properties of a Zariskian filtered ring we refer to Lil,
xLVO2, LVO2 .
Ž w x.1.5. PROPOSITION see Li3 . Let R be a filtered ring with filtration FR
˜ Ž .such that R is left Noetherian. If T is a left Ore set of G R consisting of
homogeneous elements and S is the saturated Ore set of R obtained from T as
y1 Žbefore, then S R is a left Zariskian filtered ring although R is not necessarily
.Zariskian .
Finally, let R be an almost commutative ring with positive filtration FR,
Ž Ž .. w x F Žand let Y s Proj G R . Recall from Li3 that the sheaf O of noncom-Y
.mutative functions over Y is defined by associating to every open subset
Ž F . y1 ŽU in Y in the set G U, O of all functions q from U to @ S R weY pgU p
. Ž . y1refer to the next section for the definition of S such that q p g S Rp p
and q is locally a quotient of elements of R; i.e., for every p g U there
exists an open neighborhood V of p, V : U, and elements a, b g R such
Ž . y1that for each q g V, b g S , and q q s arb in S R, and for openq q
U Ž F . Ž F .subsets V : U in Y the restriction map r : G U, O “ G V, O is theV Y Y
w x Fnatural restriction map. It is proved in Li3 that O is a sheaf ofY
noncommutative rings such that the stalk O F of O F at each p g Y isY , p Y
Sy1R. In this paper we call O F the structure sheaf on R.p Y
F Ž2. AN ALTERNATIVE CONSTRUCTION OF O THEY
Ž . .CASE OF G R BEING A DOMAIN
Let k be a commutative field of characteristic 0. Throughout this
section R denotes an almost commutati¤e k-algebra with a positive filtra-
Ž .tion FR. Moreover, we assume that G R is a domain. Then it is clear that
R is a Zariskian domain. Our aim in this section is, under the above
assumption, to give an alternative construction on the sheaf O F defined inY
w x Ž F .Li3 . In this case we prove that the ring of sections G U , O has somef Y
nice properties, where U is a basic open subset of Y , and consequently wef
w xmay recapture the micro-structure sheaf over Y defined in SVO .
Ž . Ž .  < Ž .Notation. 1 Y s Proj G R s p graded prime ideal of G R , p r
Ž . 4 Ž . Ž .G R where G R s [ G Rq q nn) 0
Ž . gŽ Ž .. Ž .2 Q G R , the localization of G R at the set T of all nonzero0
gŽ Ž ..homogeneous elements; i.e., Q G R is the graded total quotient ring of
Ž .G R
Ž . y13 S R, the localization of R at the saturated Ore set S corre-0 0
Ž .sponding to T in 20
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y˜1 ˜ ˜Ž .4 S R, the localization of R at the saturated homogeneous Ore0
˜ Ž .set S corresponding to T in 10 0
Ž . y1 Ž . Ž .5 T G R , the localization of G R at the set T consisting ofp p
Ž .homogeneous elements in G R y p, p g Y
Ž . y16 S R, the localization of R at the saturated Ore set S corre-p p
Ž .sponding to T in 4p
y˜1 ˜ ˜Ž .7 S R, the localization of R at the saturated homogeneous Orep
˜ Ž .set S corresponding to T in 4p p
Ž . Ž Ž . .  Ž . < 4 y1 Ž .8 h G R s f g G R f homogeneous ; T G R denotesq q f
Ž .  2 4 y1the localization of G R at T s 1, f , f , . . . , and S R denotes thef f
localization of R at the saturated Ore set S corresponding to Tf f
Ž .9 B, the basis of the Zariski topology on Y consisting of the open
 < Ž Ž .. 4subsets U s p g Y f g h G R , f f pf q
Ž . y1 Ž2.1 OBSERVATIONS. 1 Since S R has the dehomogenized or local-0
. Ž y1 . gŽ Ž ..ized filtration such that G S R ( Q G R and the latter is a graded0
y1 Ž y1 .field, it follows that S R is a skewfield note that S R is Zariskian .0 0
y1 y1 Ž .Hence S R is indeed the total quotient ring of R, i.e., S R s Q R , and0 0
y˜1 ˜ ˜ y˜1 ˜ g ˜Ž .S R is the graded total quotient ring of R, i.e., S R s Q R .0 0
Ž .2 For any multiplicatively closed subset T of T , if S is the0
Ž .saturated Ore set of R corresponding to T then the filtered inclusion
y1 Ž . Ž Ž .map S R “ Q R is strict note that the graded inclusion map
y1 Ž . gŽ Ž .. . y1T G R “ Q G R is injective . Hence S R may be viewed as a
Ž . Ž y1 . Ž Ž ..filtered subring of Q R with the filtration F S R induced by F Q R .
Ž . Ž .3 Let T and S be as in 2 above. Then the exact sequence of
filtered morphisms 0 “ R “ Sy1R induces an exact sequence of graded
Ž . Ž y1 .ring homomorphisms 0 “ G R “ G S R , and the latter induces an
Ž .y1 Ž . Ž y1 .isomorphism s S G R “ G S R via the correspondence
y1 y1 y1s s s r ‹ s s s r s s s r .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Now, with the notation fixed above, we can construct a sheaf, R say,Y
over Y as follows. Let U : Y be an open subset. The ring of sections of
R over U is defined by puttingY
G U, R s Sy1R .Ž . FY p
pgU
Ž . Ž .If V : U are open subsets of Y , then G U, R : G V, R and itY Y
immediately yields the restriction maps rU for R . It is easy to see thatV Y
this defines a sheaf of rings over Y .
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2.2. PROPOSITION. For e¤ery p g Y , the stalk of R at p, denoted R ,Y Y , p
is isomorphic to Sy1R.p
Ž .Proof. By the definition R s lim G U, R , where U ranges overY , p Y
all open subsets containing p, it is easily seen that there is a homomor-
y1 Ž .phism a : R “ S R. On the other hand, note that for every s s g T ,Y , p p p
where s g S , we see that p g U . Hence each s g S is invertible inp s Ž s. p
Ž . y1G U , R . Therefore there is a homomorphism b : S R “ R in-s Ž s. Y p Y , p
Ž .duced by the inclusion map R “ G U , R such that ab s ba s 1.s Ž s. Y
y1This shows that R ( S R.Y , p p
2.3. PROPOSITION. R is isomorphic to the structure sheaf O F defined inY Y
w xLi3 .
Proof. For every open subset U in Y there is an obvious inclusion map
Ž . Ž F . w xG U, R “ G U, O . Also from Li3 we know that for every p g Y theY Y
stalk O F is isomorphic to Sy1R. Hence the induced homomorphismY , p p
F Ffrom R to O is an isomorphism. This shows that R ( O .Y , p Y , p Y Y
˜F F2.4. The Rees Sheaf O of OY Y
˜FIn a similar way one may construct another sheaf O of graded ringsY
over Y; i.e., every open subset U is associated to the graded subring
˜F y˜1 ˜ g ˜Ž . Ž .G U, O s F S R of Q R , with the obvious inclusion as theY pgU p
˜F Frestriction map for every open V : U. We call O the Rees sheaf of O .Y Y
˜F ˜FAs before we can derive that the stalk of O at p g Y , denoted O , isY Y , p
y˜1 ˜isomorphic to S R.p
˜Note that X, the canonical central regular element of R which has
y˜1 ˜degree 1, is again contained in each S R. If we consider the sheafp
˜F ˜F ˜F ˜FŽ . Ž Ž . .of ideals 1 y X O , resp. X O of O , defined by G U, 1 y X O sY Y Y Y“
y˜1 ˜ ˜F y˜1 ˜Ž . Ž . ŽŽF 1 y X S R, resp. by G U, X O s F XS R, the stalk 1 ypgU p Y pgU p
˜F ˜F ˜F ˜F. . Ž . Ž .X O of 1 y X O , resp, the stalk X O of X O , is isomorphic toY p Y Y p Y
y˜1 ˜ y˜1 ˜Ž .1 y X S R, resp. is isomorphic to XS R. Hence we have the followingp p
result.
F ˜FŽ . Ž2.5. PROPOSITION. 1 O is isomorphic to the quotient sheaf O r 1 yY Y
˜F.X O .Y
Ž . g2 The graded structure sheaf O is isomorphic to the quotient sheafY
˜F ˜FO rX O .Y Y
Ž F . Ž .For each open set U, if G U, O is viewed as a subring of Q R andY
endowed with the induced filtration, then generally we do not know if
Ž Ž F .. Ž g .there is an isomorphism G G U, O ( G U, O . However, we claim thatY Y
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Ž Ž . . Ž Ž F .. Žfor every f g h G R there is an isomorphism G G U , O ( G U ,q f Y f
g .O . To see this, we need some easy facts.Y
2.6. LEMMA. Let A s [ A be a commutati¤e Z-graded ring andnng Z
gŽ .Spec A the set of all graded prime ideals of A.
Ž .1 Let T ; A be a multiplicati¤ely closed subset consisting of homoge-
neous elements and 1 but not containing 0, and let w : A “ Ty1A be the
canonical graded homomorphism of degree zero where Ty1A is the localization
a gŽ y1 . gŽ .of A at T. Then the induced map w : Spec T A “ Spec A is an
Ž . gŽ y1 .inclusion order preser¤ing bijection and homeomorphism from Spec T A
 gŽ . < 4 gŽ .onto the subset p g Spec A p l T s B of Spec A .
Ž . gŽ .2 Suppose that A is a domain. Let Q A be the graded total quotient
y1  < 4ring of A and T A the localization of A at T s a g A y p a homogeneousp p
gŽ . y1 gŽ .for p g Spec A . If we ¤iew A and T A as graded subrings of Q A , thenp
A s F g Ty1A.pg Spec Ž A. p
2.7. COROLLARY. Let A be as in Lemma 2.6. Suppose that A is a domain.
If f is a nonzero homogeneous element in A and Ty1A denotes the localizationf
 2 4of A at T s 1, f , f , . . . , thenf
Ty1A s Ty1A.Ff p
f p
gŽ .pgSpec A
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž F ..2.8. PROPOSITION. For e¤ery f g h G R we ha¤e G G U , O (q f Y
Ž y1 . y1 Ž . Ž g .G S R ( T G R s G U , O .f f f Y
Proof. Since all filtrations we are dealing with may be viewed as
Ž Ž .. Ž . y1filtrations induced by F Q R Observation 2.1 the inclusions S R :f
F Sy1R and F Sy1R : Sy1R are strict filtered homomorphisms.pgU p pgU p pf f
It follows from Section 1, Corollary 2.7, and the commutative diagram
0
6
cy1 y1 y16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G S R s S G R s F T G Rf f pgU p( f
6 6
w(
y1 y16 6Ž . Ž .G F S R0 F G S RP gU p pgU pf f
Ž Ž F .. Ž g .that G F U , O ( G U , O , where w and c are given as in Observa-f Y f Y
Ž .tion 2.1 3 .
$
y1 F nŽ .2.9. PROPOSITION. By taking completions we ha¤e S R ( G U , O .f f Y
Ž . y1 Ž F .Proof. The inclusion filtered map i: S R “ G U , O induces af f Y$
y1 F nˆ Ž .filtered map i: S R “ G U , O . By Proposition 2.8 the associatedf f Y
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$
y1 F nˆŽ . Ž . Ž Ž . .graded morphism G i : G S R “ G G U , O is an isomorphism.f f Y
ˆHence i is an isomorphism.
Ž Ž . .2.10. Remark. Let R be as before. Let f g h G R and let U be theq f
w xbasic open subset with respect to f. Recall from SVO that the micro-
structure sheaf O m over Y is defined by associating to each U theY f
mŽ . mŽ .ring of sections Q R , where Q R is the microlocalization of R at thef f
saturated Ore set S , and that the sheaf of quantum sections is defined byf
mŽ .associating to each U the ring F Q R , which is the part of degree 0 off 0 f $
m m y1Ž . Ž .Q R . Since we know that Q R ( S R it follows from the abovef f f
proposition that the micro-structure sheaf and the sheaf of quantum
sections may be recaptured from O F.Y
From the definition of O F we see that for each open subset if Y theY
Ž F .ring of sections G U, O is an intersection of localizations of R at OreY
Ž F .sets. Generally we do not know whether G U, O is again a localization ofY
R at some Ore set or a localization of R in the sense of torsion theory.
w xHowever, it follows from Ru that we have the following fact.
Ž2.11. PROPOSITION. If R is a hereditary ring e. g., the first Weyl algebra
Ž .. Ž F .A k then e¤ery G U, O is a perfect localization of R in the sense of1 Y
torsion theory.
3. THE RING OF GLOBAL SECTIONS OF O FY
Let R be an almost commutative k-algebra. From the construction of
the sheaf O F it is clear that every element of R defines a global section.Y
Ž . Ž F .If, furthermore, G R is a domain we even have R : G U, O for everyY
Ž F .open subset U in Y ; in particular, we have R : G Y , O , where theY
latter is the ring of global sections of O F. In this section we discuss whenY
Ž F .the equality R s G Y , O holds. To this end, we restrict to the caseY
Ž .where G R is a domain, and we also maintain the notation of Section 2.
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let V be a nonempty subset of Y and suppose that
Ž . y1 Ž . y1 Ž F .G R s F T G R . Then R ( F S R s G Y , O .pg V p pg Y p Y
Proof. By assumption we have
G R : Ty1 G R : Ty1 G R s G R .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F Fp p
pgVpgY
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Since the inclusion maps R ¤ F Sy1R and F Sy1R : Sy1R arepg Y p pg Y p p
strict filtered maps, it follows from the commutative diagram
0
6
y16Ž . Ž . Ž .G R G R s F T G Rpg Y ps
6 6
w(
y1 y16 6Ž . Ž .G F S R0 F G S Rpg Y p pg Y p
Ž . Ž y1 . Ž .that G R ( G F S R , where w is given as in Observation 2.1. 3 .pg Y p
Hence R ( F Sy1R because R is complete with respect to its filtra-pg Y p
tion topology.
3.2. LEMMA. Let T be a subset of B where B is defined as in Section 2.
Ž . y1 Ž . Ž . y1 Ž .Suppose that G R s F T G R ; then G R s F T G R .U g T f pg Y pf
Proof. By assumption we have
G R : Ty1 G R : Ty1 G R s G R ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F Ff f
U gB U gTf f
y1 Ž . y1 Ž .and by Corollary 2.7 we have T G R s F T G R . It follows thatf pgU pfy1Ž . Ž .G R s F T G R since B is an open cover of Y .pg Y p
Ž . w x3.3. THEOREM. Let R be as before. Suppose that G R s k x , . . . , x1 n
is a commutati¤e polynomial ring in ¤ariables x , . . . , x . Then R s1 n
y1 Ž F .F S R s G Y , O .pg Y p Y
Ž .Proof. Since G R is a commutative polynomial ring in variables x it isi
n y1 2Ž . Ž .  4known that G R s F T G R where T s 1, x , x , . . . . It followsis1 i i i i
y1 Ž F .from Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 3.1 that R s F S R s G Y , O .pg Y p Y
3.4. COROLLARY. If R is one of the following algebras with standard
y1 Ž F .filtration, then R s F S R s G Y , O .pg Y p Y
Ž . Ž .1 the nth Weyl algebra A k o¤er a field kn
Ž . Ž .2 the uni¤ersal en¤eloping algebra U g of a finite dimensional k-Lie
algebra g where k is a field.
To give examples of algebra R for which the associated graded ring
Ž . Ž F .G R is not a polynomial ring but we still have R s G Y , O , theY
following lemma is useful.
3.5. LEMMA. Let R be as before. Let L be a set consisting of prime ideals
Ž . Ž Ž .. y1 Ž .p of G R with ht p / dim G R , and let S G R be the localization ofp
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Ž . Ž . Ž . y1 Ž .G R at S s G R y p. Suppose that G R s F S G R ; thenp pg L p
Ž . y1 Ž .G R s F T G R .pg Y p
Ž . Ž . s Ž .Proof. Since G R is Noetherian we may write G R s Ý G R f ,q is1 i
y1 Ž .where f are homogeneous elements of degree G 1. Let T G R be thei f i
Ž .  2 4 Ž .localization of G R at 1, f , f , . . . . Note that since G R is an affinei i
Ž Ž .. Ž .domain we have ht p - dim G R s ht G R for p g L , and we haveq
Ž . s y1 Ž . y1 Ž . Ž .G R : F T G R : F S G R s G R . It follows from Lem-is1 f pg L pi
Ž . y1 Ž .ma 3.2 that G R s F T G R .pg Y p
Ž .3.6. THEOREM. Let R be as before. Suppose that G R is a Krull domain
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž .. Ž . y1 Ž .e. g., G R is normal of dim G R ) 1; then G R s F T G Rpg Y p
Ž F .and hence R s G Y , O .Y
3.7. EXAMPLE. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0,
Ž .let ¤ x be a polynomial of degree n q 1 where n is a nonnegative integer,
Ž . Ž .and let T ¤ be the k-algebra introduced by Smith and Hodges; i.e., T ¤
is generated by the elements a, b, and h subject to the relations ha y ah
Ž . Ž . w xs a, hb y bh s yb, ba s ¤ h , ab s ¤ h y 1 . It follows from S, H that
Ž . Ž Ž ..T ¤ is an almost commutative filtered k-algebra such that G T ¤ (
w x Ž nq1. Ž . Ž .k X, Y, Z r XY y Z . If ¤ x has degree 2 then T ¤ is isomorphic to
Ž .an infinite dimensional primitive factor of the enveloping algebra of the
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Lie algebra sl 2, k , and if deg ¤ x G 2 then G T ¤ is integrally closed
and hence a Krull domain of dimension ) 1, satisfying the condition of
Theorem 3.6.
4. LIFTING PROPERTIES OF O FY , p
Let R be an almost commutative k-algebra, and O F the structure sheafY
on R. In order to ‘‘locally’’ study R, we first collect some properties of the
F Ž Ž ..stalks O that are lifted from the properties of p g Proj G R .Y , p
Ž .First note that G R is a k-algebra generated by homogeneous elements
Ž . y1 Ž .of degree 1; it follows that the graded localization T G R is a stronglyp
Z-graded ring, i.e.,
Ty1 G R Ty1 G R s Ty1 G RŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .p p pyn n 0
for all n g Z. Now let O g be the graded structure sheaf over Y with theY
y1 Ž .stalk at each p g Y being the graded local ring T G R , and O thep Y
structure sheaf over Y with the stalk at each p g Y being the part of
y1 Ž . y1 Ž .degree zero of T G R . Then, since T G R is a strongly graded ring,p p
y1 Ž . Ž y1 Ž ..the equivalence of categories T G R -gr l T G R -mod allows usp p -
Ž y1 Ž ..to transfer the ungraded properties of T G R to the correspondingp 0
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y1 Ž . y1graded properties of T G R . On the other hand, since S R is ap p
y1 Ž .Zariskian filtered ring with T G R as its associated graded ring, itp
y1 Ž .follows that many graded properties of T G R can be lifted to thep
ungraded properties on Sy1R. For example, some important lifting proper-p
ties are mentioned in the following proposition.
Ž . Ž y1 Ž .. Ž4.1. PROPOSITION. 1 If T G R is a maximal order we refer top 0
. y1Section 6 for the definition then so is S R.p
Ž . Ž y1 Ž .. y12 If T G R has finite injecti¤e dimension then S R has finitep 0 p
injecti¤e dimension.
Ž . Ž y1 Ž .. y13 If T G R is a regular ring then S R has finite global dimen-p 0 p
sion.
Ž . Ž y1 Ž ..4 If T G R is Auslander]Gorenstein, resp. Auslander regular,p 0
then so is Sy1R.p
w xRecall from LVO1 that a filtered ring R with filtration FR is called
strongly filtered if F RF R s F R for all n g Z. A filtered ring R isyn n 0
Ž .strongly filtered if and only if G R is strongly graded. For a strongly
filtered ring R there is an equivalence of categories, R-filt l F R-mod,0
given by sending each filtered R-module M, resp. each F R-module N, to0
F M, resp. to R m N. In particular, for every filtered Sy1R-module M0 F R p0 y1 Ž w x.with filtration FM we have M s S RF M cf. LVO1 .p 0
y1 Ž . y1Now, since T G R is a strongly graded ring, S R is a strongly filteredp p
ring. Concerning the projective Sy1R-module we havep
4.2. PROPOSITION. E¤ery finitely generated projecti¤e Sy1R-module isp
stably free.
Ž y1 Ž ..Proof. Since T G R is a local ring it follows that every gradedp 0
y1 Ž . wprojective T G R -module is graded free and hence stably free. By Li1,p
x y1Theorem 3.7.10 every finitely generated projective S R-module is stablyp
y1free because S R is a Zariskian filtered ring.p
Ž y1 . y1Furthermore, note that F S R is a local ring and S R is a strongly0 p p
y1 Ž y1 .filtered ring. Under the equivalence of categories, S R-filt l F S R -p 0 p
mod, one might expect that every finitely generated projective Sy1R-mod-p
ule is free. Unfortunately, it is not like in the strongly graded case; i.e., we
are generally unable to prove that Sy1R is a local ring and that ap
projective Sy1R-module P with filtration FP has F P being a projectivep 0
Ž y1 .F S R -module. Nevertheless, we are able to prove the following result.0 p
Ž y1 Ž .. Ž Ž y1 Ž ..4.3. PROPOSITION. If T G R is a regular ring i.e., T G R is ap 0 p 0
.regular local ring, or in other words, p is a regular point in Y then e¤ery
finitely generated projecti¤e Sy1R-module is free.p
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Ž y1 Ž .. y1Proof. Since T G R is regular, S R has finite global dimensionp 0 p
Ž . y1Proposition 4.1 . On the other hand, S R is Noetherian and is faithfullyp
Ž y1 . y1flat over F S R . It follows that for any finitely generated S R-module0 p p
M with filtration FM we have
Ext k y1 F M , F Sy1R m y1 Sy1R ( Ext ky1 M , Sy1RŽ . Ž .žF ŽS R. 0 0 p F ŽS R. p S R p0 p 0 p p
Ž y1 .y1note that S R m F M ( M . If M is a finitely generated projec-p F ŽS R. 00 p
tive Sy1R-module with filtration FM, then by the forgoing proposition andp
Ž y1 .standard homological algebra F M is a projective F S R -module and0 0 p
hence is free. Therefore M is free.
5. THE FAITHFUL FLATNESS OF [ Sy1Rppg Y
Let R be an almost commutative k-algebra. With notation as before, in
Ž . y1this section we study when the left and right R-module S R s [ S Rppg Y
is faithfully flat over R.
We start with several new notations:
Ž . Ž .a Let k denote the torsion functor defined by G R s [q q n) 0
Ž .G R in the sense of torsion theory.n
Ž .b For an R-module M with filtration FM, the characteristic ideal
Ž .of M is denoted by J M s Ann G M .Ž .' GŽR.
Ž .c For an R-module with filtration FM, the characteristic ¤ariety of
Ž .M is defined to be the set of all minimal prime divisors of J M in Y , and
Ž .is denoted by V M .
5.1. PROPOSITION. Let M be a finitely generated R-module and FM a good
filtration on M. The following statements are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž .1 G M is k -torsion.q
Ž . y1 Ž .2 T G M s 0 for all p g Y .p
Ž . Ž .3 V M s B.
Ž . Ž .4 The Krull dimension K.dim G M is 0.
Ž . Ž .5 The Gelfand]Kirillo¤ dimension GK.dim G M is 0.
Ž .6 The Gelfand]Kirillo¤ dimension GK.dim M is 0.
Ž .7 M is a finite dimensional k-space.
Ž . Ž .8 G M is a finite dimensional k-space.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n Ž .Proof. 1 m 2 If G M is a k -torsion module then G R G Mq q
Ž . Ž .ns 0 for some n G 1 since G M is finitely generated, i.e., G R :q
Ž . Ž .Ann G M . Hence it is clear that p r Ann G M for all p g Y ,GŽR. GŽR.
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y1 Ž . y1 Ž .and consequently T G M s 0. Conversely, if T G M s 0 for allp p
Ž . Ž . Ž .p g Y then it is easily seen that J M s G R since G R is a gradedq
Ž . Ž .local ring with the unique maximal graded ideal G R and Ann G Mq GŽR.
Ž . Ž .is a graded ideal of G R . Note that since G R is finitely generated itq
Ž .n Ž .follows that G R : Ann G M for some n G 1. This shows thatq GŽR.
Ž .G M is a k -torsion module.q
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 m 3 Note that the J M is a graded ideal of G R . By the
Ž .definition of V M this equivalence is clear.
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 m 4 If G M is k -torsion then it has finite length and henceq
Ž . Ž .K.dim G M s 0. Conversely, if the Krull dimension of G M is 0 then it
Ž . Ž .has finite length. Since G R is the graded Jacobson radical of G Rq
Ž Ž .which is the largest proper graded ideal of G R such that its intersection
Ž . Ž . .with G R is contained in the Jacobson radical of G R it follows that0 0
Ž . Ž .it annihilates every graded simple G R -module. Hence G M is k -tor-q
sion.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n Ž .1 m 5 If G M is k -torsion then G R G M s 0 for someq q
Ž .n ) 0. Since G R is a commutative affine k-algebra the GK-dimension on
Ž .G R is an exact dimension function. Hence an easy induction yields
Ž . Ž . Ž .GK.dim G M s 0 because G M is a finitely generated G R -module.
Ž . Ž .Conversely, if GK.dim G M s 0 then since G M is finitely generated we
Ž . Ž .know that G M is finite dimensional over k, and hence G M is k -tor-q
sion.
Ž . Ž .5 m 6 Since R is an almost commutative k-algebra it follows
w x Ž .from MS that Gk.dim M s GK.dim G M .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .5 m 8 and 6 m 7 are clear.
Ž . s Ž .5.2. COROLLARY. Let G R s Ý G R f , where the f are homoge-q is1 i i
Ž . Ž .neous elements. Then the associated graded G R -module G M of a finitely
generated R-module M with good filtration FM is k -torsion or, equi¤alently,q
Ž . y1 Ž .V M s B, if and only if T G M s 0 where each T denotes the Ore setf fi i
 2 41, f , f , . . . , i s 1, 2, . . . , s.i i
s  4Proof. Clearly Y s D U , where U s p g Y , f f p . Thenis1 f f ii i
y1 Ž . y1 Ž .T G M s 0 implies T G M s 0 for every p g Y . By Proposition 5.1f pi
Ž . Ž .this means that G M is a k -torsion module. Conversely, if G M is aq
y1 Ž .k -torsion module or, equivalently, T G M s 0 for every p g Y , thenq p
Ž . Ž .n Ž .we see as in the proof of Proposition 5.1 that G R G M s 0 for someq
n Ž . y1 Ž .n G 1. It follows that f G M s 0 and consequently T G M s 0, i si f i
1, . . . , s.
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5.3. THEOREM. Let R be an almost commutati¤e k-algebra with filtration
FR. The following statements are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž . y11 S R s [ S R is a faithful flat left and right R-module.ppg Y
Ž .2 For e¤ery nonzero finitely generated R-module M with good filtra-
Ž . Ž .tion FM the associated graded G R -module G M has Krull dimension
Ž .K.dim G M ) 0.
Ž .3 E¤ery nonzero finitely generated R-module M has Gelfand]Kirillo¤
dimension GK.dim M ) 0.
Proof. For every finitely generated R-module with good filtration FM
the filtration on Sy1M is good and separated because Sy1R is Zariskianp p
Ž . Ž y1 . y1 Ž . y1Section 1 . Moreover, since G S M s T G M it follows that S Mp p p
y1 Ž .s 0 if and only if T G M s 0. Hence the theorem follows fromp
Proposition 5.1.
5.4. COROLLARY. Let R be an almost commutati¤e k-algebra in the sense
w x Ž . y1of Du . If R is a simple ring with dim R s ‘, then S R s [ S R isk ppg Y
faithfully flat o¤er R.
wProof. If M is a nonzero finitely generated R-module then by KL,
x Ž . Ž . Ž .Corollary 7.13 we have GK.dim M G K.dim M q 1 where K.dim MR R
stands for the Krull dimension of M. It follows from Theorem 5.3 that
Ž .S R is faithfully flat over R.
To give some more sufficient conditions that guarantee the faithful
flatness of [ Sy1R over R, we need the following preliminary result.ppg Y
5.5. PROPOSITION. Let R be an almost commutati¤e affine k-algebra.
Ž . Ž Ž .Suppose that G R has finite injecti¤e dimension i.e., G R is Auslander]
.Gorenstein and so is R . If M is a finitely generated R-module with good
Ž . Ž . Ž .filtration FM such that ht G R ) j M , where ht G R denotes theq R q
Ž . Ž .  < i Ž . 4 Ž .height of G R and j M s min i Ext M, R / 0 , then G R cannotq R R q
Ž . Ž .be in V M , or in other words, V M / B.
Proof. By the assumption R is Zariskian and Auslander]Gorenstein, it
w x Ž . Ž Ž ..  < Ž .4follows from EB that j M s j GM M s min ht p p g ¤ M .R GŽR.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence, if G R g V M , then it is clear that G R will be the onlyq q
Ž . Ž .prime divisor in V M since all prime divisors of J M are graded ideals
Ž .and G R is a graded local ring with the unique maximal graded ideal
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .G R . Consequently, j M s j G M s ht G R ) j M , a con-q R GŽR. q R
tradiction.
Ž .5.6. COROLLARY. Let R and G R be as in Proposition 5.5. Suppose
Ž .ht G R ) inj.dim R. Then for any finitely generated R-module M with goodq
Ž .filtration FM we ha¤e V M / B.
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Ž .5.7. THEOREM. Let R and G R be as in Proposition 5.5. If R satisfies
one of the following conditions:
Ž . Ž .1 ht G R ) inj.dim R;q
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .2 the formula j M q K.dim G M s inf.dim G R )R G ŽR .
inj.dim R holds for e¤ery finitely generated R-module M with good filtration
Ž Ž .. Ž .FM, where dim G M denotes the Krull dimension of G M ;GŽR.
Ž . y1 Ž .then S R s [ S R is a faithful flat left and right R-module.ppg Y
Proof. By Section 1 for any R-module M with filtration FM we have
Ž y1 . y1 Ž . Ž .G S M s T G M . Suppose that R satisfies condition 1 . By Corol-p p
Ž .lary 5.6, V M / B for any finitely generated R-module with good filtra-
tion FM. Hence the theorem follows from Proposition 5.1. If R satisfies
Ž .condition 2 then the theorem follows again from Proposition 5.1 because
Ž .we always have j M F inj.dim R.R
Ž . Ž .5.8. EXAMPLE. 1 Let R s A k be the nth Weyl algebra over a fieldn
Ž .k of characteristic 0, with the Bernstein filtration. Then since A k isn
an infinite dimensional simple k-algebra it follows from Corollary 5.4
that [ Sy1R is a faithful flat left and right R-module, where Y sppg Y
Ž .. Ž w x. Proj G, R s Proj k x , . . . , x . Moreover, let T be the Ore set 1,1 2 n x i2 4 Ž .x , x , . . . in G R and S the saturated Ore set in R corresponding toi i x i 2 n  < 44T . Then since U s p g Y x f p is an open cover of Y it is clearx x i is1i i2 n y1that [ S R is a faithful flat R-module. An immediate consequence ofxis1 i
this result is that if each S is replaced by the Ore set generated by eachx i
x in R then we obtain the well known result that the direct sumi
B s [2 n B of localizations of R at one variable is a faithful flatn jjs1
Ž w xR-module we refer to MR1, Chap. 6 for the importance of the faithful
Ž ..flatness of B in determining the Krull and global dimensions of A k .n
Ž .2 Let g be a finite dimensional algebraic solvable Lie algebra over
Ž .an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 0, and let U g be the
Ž .enveloping algebra of g. If P is a maximal ideal of U g then it is known
Ž w x. Ž . Ž .cf. KL that U g rP ( A k m B for some nonnegative integers n, mn m
Ž .where A k is the nth Weyl algebra over k and B s B m ??? m B isn m 1 1
Ž .the tensor product of m copies of the localization of A k at one variable1
Ž . Ž .x say . Put R s U g rP. It follows from Corollary 5.4 that if n / 0 or
Ž . y1m / 0 then S R s [ S R is faithfully flat over R, with Yppg Y
Ž Ž ..s Proj G R where R has the quotient filtration inherited from the
Ž .standard filtration on U g .
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 Let T ¤ be the algebra as in Example 3.7 with deg ¤ x G 2. It
w x Ž .follows from H that T ¤ is Auslander]Gorenstein, for every nonzero
Ž . Ž .finitely generated T ¤ -module M the formula GK.dim M q j M s 2T Ž¤ .
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Ž .holds and inj.dim T ¤ s 1 or 2 in case there exist no finite dimensional
Ž . Ž .T ¤ -modules or there exist finite dimensional T ¤ -modules. Hence, if
Ž . Ž .inj.dim T ¤ s 1 then ever nonzero finitely generated T ¤ -module has
y1 Ž .GK.dim M ) 0. It follows from Theorem 5.3 that [ S T ¤ is appg Y
Ž .fa ith fu l fla t left and righ t T ¤ -m odule , w here Y s
Ž Ž Ž ...Proj G T ¤ .
Ž .Remark. 1 Let g be any n-dimensional k-Lie algebra over a field k
Ž . Ž .and U g the enveloping algebra of U g with the standard filtration. Then
Ž .it is well known that for every finitely generated U g -module M with
Ž . Ž Ž ..good filtration FM the formula j M q dim G M s n holds.UŽ g . GŽUŽ g ..
Ž . y1 Ž .Unfortunately, the U g -module [ S U g is not faithfully flat overppg Y
Ž . Ž Ž Ž ... Ž .U g where Y s Proj G U g , for if we consider the U g -module M s
Ž . Ž . y1 Ž .U g rI where I is the augmentation ideal of U g , then T G M s 0p
Ž . Ž Ž ..for every p g Y . Note that gl.dim U g s gl.dim G U g s n and for
Ž . Ž . Ž .every U g -module M we have j M F gl.dim U g s n. By the forgo-UŽ g .
Ž .ing results we may characterize all finitely generated U g -modules M
satisfying Sy1M s 0 for every p g Y , namely, Sy1M s 0 for all p g Y ifp p
Ž .and only if j M s n s p.dim M, where the latter denotes theUŽ g . UŽ g .
projective dimension of M.
Ž .2 If R is a k-algebra with positive filtration FR such that F R s k0
Ž . Ž .and G R is a commutative affine k-algebra, but G R is not necessarily
generated o¤er k by homogeneous elements of degree 1, then the discussion
and all results of this section are still valid for such R. For example, let k
be a field of characteristic 0, and let A be a regular commutative affine
k-algebra of dimension n. If A is also a domain, then it is known that the
Ž .ring of differential operators of A, denoted R s D A , is the ring gener-
Ž .ated by A and Der A and every nonzero R-module has GK.dim M G nk
w x w xMR1, Theorem 15.4.3 . On the other hand, by MR2 there exists a finite
Ždimensional filtration FR on R note that this is not the standard filtration
. Ž .on R such that F R s k and G R is a commutative affine k-algebra.0
Ž . y1Hence by the forgoing results S R s [ S R is faithful flat R-mod-ppg Y
Ž Ž ..ule, with Y s Proj G R .
6. LOCAL-GLOBAL PROPERTIES OF R
Let R be an almost commutative k-algebra and O F the structure sheafY
on R. With notation as before, throughout this section we assume that
Ž . y1S R s [ S R is faithfully flat over R. The aim of this section is toppg Y
show that certain global properties of R may be locally derived by using
the stalks of O F.Y
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Ž  y1 < . Ž .6.1. THEOREM inj.dim R s sup inj.dim S R p g Y . If G R has fi-p
Ž y1 Ž ..nite Krull dimension and the local ring T G R is Gorenstein for e¤eryp 0
 y1 < 4p g Y then inj.dim R s sup inj.dim S R p g Y - ‘.p
Ž . k Ž .Proof. Since S R is faithfully flat over R we have Ext M, R s 0 ifR
k Ž y1 y1 . k Ž . y1y1and only if Ext S M, S R s Ext M, R m S R s 0 for all p gS R p p R R pp
Y . Hence the first equality is clear now.
Ž y1 Ž ..If p g Y is such that the local ring T G r is Gorenstein, thenp 0
Ž y1 Ž ..T G R has finite injective dimension which is equal to the Krullp 0
Ž y1 Ž .. Ž .dimension of T G R . Since G R has finite Krull dimension it followsp 0
Ž y 1 Ž .. Ž y 1 Ž .. y 1 Ž .that inj.dim T G R s K.dim T G R F K.dim T G R Fp 0 p 0 p
Ž . y1 Ž . Ž y1 Ž ..K.dim G R - ‘. Consequently gr.inj.dim T G R s inj.dim T G Rp p 0
y1 Ž .- ‘ because T G R is strongly graded, where gr.inj.dim denotes thep
graded injective dimension. Finally, since Sy1R is a Zariskian ring withp
Ž y1 . y1 Ž . y1 y1 Ž .G S R s T G R it follows that inj.dim S R F gr.inj.dim T G Rp p p p
- ‘. This proves the finiteness of inj.dim R.
Ž .6.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose that R is a left right regular ring; i.e., e¤ery
finitely generated R-module has finite projecti¤e dimension. Let M be a finitely
generated R-module with good filtration FM. Then M is a projecti¤e R-module
if and only if Sy1M is a projecti¤e Sy1R-module for e¤ery p g Y .p p
Proof. Suppose that Sy1M is a projective Sy1R-module for everyp p
p g Y . Since R is regular by the assumption, we only need to prove that
k Ž .Ext M, R s 0 for all k ) 0 in order to show that M is a projectiveR
y1 y1 k Ž .R-module. Now the projectivity of S M yields S Ext M, R sp p R
k Ž . y1 k Ž y1 y1 .y1Ext M, R m S R s Ext S M, S R s 0 for all p g Y . It fol-R R p S R p Pp
Ž . k Ž .lows from the faithful flatness of S R that Ext M, R s 0 for all k ) 0,R
as desired.
Ž .6.3. THEOREM. Suppose that R is left regular; then gl.dim R s
 y1 < 4 Ž .sup gl.dim S R p g Y . If , furthermore, G R has finite Krull dimensionp
 y1 < 4and e¤ery p g Y is a regular point then gl.dim R s sup gl.dim S R p g Yp
- ‘.
Proof. To prove the first equality we only need to show that for every
finitely generated R-module with good filtration FM the equality
 y1 < 4y1p.dim M s sup p.dim S M p g Y holds. By the assumption on RR S R PP
the latter sup is finite, say m. Now the equality follows from Proposition
Ž .6.2. If G R has finite Krull dimension and every p g Y is a regular point
Ž y1 Ž ..then T G R is a regular local ring. Hence by a similar argumentationp 0
as in the proof of Theorem 6.1 we obtain the finiteness of gl.dim .R
Recall that a left and right Noetherian ring R with finite injective, resp.
global dimension, is called an Auslander]Gorenstein ring, resp. an Auslan-
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der regular ring, if for every finitely generated R-module M, any k G 0,
k Ž . Ž .and any R-submodule N : Ext M, R we have j N G k. It is knownR R
that a commutative Noetherian ring R is Auslander]Gorenstein, resp.
Auslander regular, if R has finite injective, resp. global dimension. A
Zariskian filtered ring R is Auslander]Gorenstein, resp. Auslander regu-
Ž . Ž wlar, if G R is Auslander]Gorenstein, resp. Auslander regular cf. EB,
x.LVO2 .
Ž . Ž y1 Ž ..6.4. COROLLARY. 1 Suppose that T G R is a Gorenstein ring forp 0
e¤ery p g Y ; then R is Auslander]Gorenstein.
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 Suppose that R is left regular, G R has finite Krull dimension,
and that e¤ery p g Y is a regular point; then R is Auslander regular.
Recall that a ring Q is called a quotient ring if every regular element of
Ž .Q is a unit. Given a quotient ring Q, a subring R is called a right left
y1 Ž y1 .order in Q if each q g Q has the form as s a for some a, s g R, and
a left and right order is called an order. Two orders R and R in a1 2
quotient ring are said to be equi¤alent, denoted R ; R , if there are units1 2
a , a , b , b g Q such that a R b : R and a R b : R . An order R in1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1
a quotient ring Q is said to be maximal if it is maximal within its
equivalent class. It is known that a Zariskian filtered ring R is a maximal
Ž . Ž . w xorder whenever G R is a graded maximal order VVO .
Ž . y16.5. THEOREM. Suppose that G R is a domain. If S R is a maximalp
Ž .order in the total quotient ring Q R of R for e¤ery p g Y then R is a
Ž y1Ž Ž ..maximal order in Q. Consequently, if T G R is a maximal order forp 0
Ž y1 Ž .e¤ery p g Y this is equi¤alent to saying that T G R is a graded maximalp
.order , then R is a maximal order.
Proof. Suppose R is another order in Q, R = R, and R ; R. By1 1 1
w xMR1, 3.1.10 one may choose an order O with R : O ; R such that1
a R : O, Oa : R where a , a are units of Q contained in R. Since1 1 2 1 2
each S is a left and right Ore set of R we havep
a R Sy1 : OSy1 , Sy1 Oa : Sy1R .1 1 p p p 2 p
Since the latter inclusion implies that Sy1 O ; Sy1R for all p g Y itp p
y1 Ž .follows from the maximality of S R and the faithful flatness of S R thatp
O s R. But then we have a R Sy1 : OSy1 s RSy1 for all i g I. Again1 1 p p p
this implies that R Sy1 ; RSy1 ; it follows from the maximality of RSy1 s1 p p p
y1 Ž .S R and the faithful flatness of S R that R s R as desired. The lastp 1
y1 Ž .statement follows from the fact that every T G R is a strongly gradedp
y1 y1 y1Ž . Ž .ring and S R is a Zariskian ring with G S R s T G R .p p p
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Ž .6.6. COROLLARY. Suppose that G R is the coordinate ring of a certain
Ž .irreducible smooth projecti¤e cur¤e and that R is left regular; then R is a
Ž .hereditary Noetherian Asano order hence a maximal order and is Auslander
regular. Consequently each nonzero ideal of R is in¤ertible.
Ž y1 Ž ..Proof. By assumption each T G R is a discrete valuation ring andp 0
hence it has global dimension 1 and is a maximal order. Now the corollary
w xfollows from the forgoing results and MR1, Proposition 5.2.6 .
7. THE RANK OF PROJECTIVE R-MODULES
Let R be an almost commutative k-algebra. The aim of this section is to
Ž Ž .. Žprove that if Y s Proj G R is a smooth variety i.e., every point p in Y
.is regular and Y is connected with respect to its Zariski topology then
every finitely generated projective R-module has a rank.
Let M be a finitely generated projective R-module, and p g Y a
regular point. By Proposition 4.3, Sy1M is a free Sy1R-module ofp p
y1 Žrank S M s n F n note that all rings we are considering are Noethe-p p
rian; hence they have IBM and there is no danger to talk the rank of a
.module . We call n the p s rank of M and we shall say that M has a rankp
if n s n for any two p, q g Y . In this case the common value of thep q
local ranks n is called the rank of the finitely generated projectivep
module M. We shall now show that the map p ‹ n is a continuous mapp
of Y into Z endowed with the discrete topology. This will imply that if Y
is connected then M has a rank. As in the commutative case the continu-
ity we wish to establish will be an easy consequence of the following fact.
7.1. PROPOSITION. Let M be a finitely generated projecti¤e R-module and
Ž .p g Y . Let T be the Ore set consisting of homogeneous elements in G R y pp
and S the saturated Ore set as before. If p is a regular point then there exists ap
Ž . y1homogeneous element s a g T with a g S such that S M is free as anp p s Ža.
Sy1 R-module, where S is the saturated Ore set corresponding to the Ores Ža. s Ža.
 Ž . Ž .2 4set T s 1, s a , s a , . . . .s Ža.
y1 y1 ŽProof. Since S M is a free S R-module of finite rank, if x rs ,p p 1 1
. y1. . . , x rs , x g M, s g S , is a base for S M, and since the elementsm m i i p p
y1 Ž .s r1 are units in S R, X r1, . . . , X r1 is also a base. Consider thei p 1 m
R-submodule N s Ým Rx of M; then it is clear that Sy1N s Sy1M.is1 i p p
Now take a good filtration FM on M; then FM is separated because R
is Zariskian. Hence there are integers k g Z such that x g F M yi i k i
F M, i s 1, . . . , m. Define a good filtration FN on N by puttingk y1i
F N s Ým F R , n g Z; then the inclusion map N ¤ M is a filteredn is1 nyk xi i
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map of degree 0, i.e., F N ; F M, n g Z. Let L be a filt-free R-module ofn n
rank m such that there is a strict exact sequence
f
0 “ Ker f “ L “ N “ 0,
Ž .where Ker f has the filtration F Ker f induced by FL. Then we have an
exact sequence of filtered modules and filtered morphisms of degree zero
f
0 “ Ker f “ L “ M “ MrN “ 0,
 Ž . Ž . <where MrN has the quotient filtration F MrN s F M q N rN n gn n
4 y1Ž . Ž y1ŽZ . Localizing at S we have S MrN s 0 and hence 0 s G S Mrp p p
.. y1 Ž .N s T G MrN . Since the quotient filtration on MrN is a goodp
Ž .filtration, the associated graded module G MrN is finitely generated. It
Ž . Ž . Ž .follows that there is a s b g T such that s b G MrN s 0. If we letp
 Ž . Ž .2 4T denote the Ore set 1, s b , s b , . . . and let S denote thes Žb. s Žb.
Ž . Ž .saturated Ore set corresponding to T , then s b G MrN s 0 yieldss Žb.
y1 Ž . Ž y1 Ž . y1 Ž .0 s T G MrN s G S MrN . Hence S MrN s 0 since thes Žb. s Žb. s Žb.
y1 Ž . Ž y1localized filtration on S MrN is good and separated note that S Rs Žb. s Žb.
.is Zariskian by Section 1, Proposition 1.5 . Thus we obtain an exact
sequence
f
y1 y1 y10 “ S Ker f “ s L “ S M “ 0.s Žb. s Žb. s Žb.
Since T ; T we have S ; S . It follows from the isomorphisms Žb. p s Žb. p
6 y1 y1 6 y1 y1 6 y1 y1 6Ž . Ž . Ž .0 S S Ker f S S L S S M 0p s Žb. p s Žb. p s Žb.
6 66
( ((
(y1 y1 y16 6 6 6S Ker f0 S L S M 0p p p
y1Ž y1 . y1Ž y1 Ž ..that S S Ker f s 0. Hence T T G ker f s 0. Since the in-p s Žb. p s Žb.
y1 Ž .duced filtration on Ker f is good, T G Ker f is a finitely generateds Žb.
Ž .s cy1 y1Ž . Ž . ŽT G R -module and there exists a s c g T such that T Gs Žb. p s Žb.1
Ž ..Ker f s 0. Now the standard commutative localization theory gives
y1 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž .T G Ker f s 0, where s cb s s c s b and T s 1, s cb ,s Žcb. s Žcb.
Ž .2 4 y1 Žs cb , . . . . On the other hand, we have already known that T G Mrs Žb.
Ž .s c y1. Ž Ž ..N s 0. Hence, similarly we have T G MrN s 0 and conse-s Žb.1
y1 Ž .quently T G MrN s 0. Put a s cb and let S be the saturated Ores Žcb. s Ža.
set corresponding to T . Then since Sy1 R is a Zariskian ring thes Ža. s Ža.
y1 y1 Ž .localized filtration on S Ker f , resp. on S MrN , is good ands Ža. s Ža.
separated. Therefore, it follows from the above discussion that Sy1 Ker fs Ža.
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y1 Ž .s 0 s S MrN . So we have obtained the exact sequences Ža.
0 “ Sy1 L “ Sy1 M “ 0;s Ža. s Ža.
y1 y1i.e., S M ( S L is free of rank m. This completes the proof.s Ža. s Ža.
7.2. THEOREM. Suppose that Y is a smooth ¤ariety; then the map r :
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .p ‹ n M of Y s Proj G R into Z with discrete topology is continu-p
ous.
Proof. Let p be any point in Y . We have to show that there exists an
open set U containing p such that n s n for all q g U. Take U s Uq p s Ža.
Ž .where s a is as in Proposition 7.1. Then p g U and if q g U , then,s Ža. s Ža.
since S ; S , Sy1M is a localization of Sy1 M, which is a frees Ža. q q s Ža.
Sy1 R-module of rank n . Then the rank of Sy1M is n . Thus n s n .s Ža. p q p p q
7.3. COROLLARY. Under the assumption of Theorem 7.2 if Y is con-
Ž Ž . .nected e. g., G R is a domain then the rank is defined for e¤ery finitely
generated projecti¤e R-module.
QUESTION. Is there any relation between finitely generated projecti¤e R-bi-
Žmodules of rank one and in¤ertible R-modules M is in¤ertible if there exists
.an R-bimodule N such that M m N ( R ( N m M ?
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